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HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY
May 2021

Let me introduce you to some of the best Mothers in the whole world - the
mothers that the children from Place of Rescue 1, 2, and 3 called “Mak”. Their
names, such as Momteavyrith, Saveurn, Sieng Hak, may sound exotic and
unpronounceable to you but let me assure you, the Lord knows their names!
He sees their loving endeavors for him as they serve Him by serving their
broods of 10 children, 24/7.
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The eastern sky is just beginning to glow when Mak gets up and gathers her
children together. She leads them in a time of worship and gives them
breakfast of rice or noodles or bread. Then, blessed, well-fed, showered, hair
combed, dressed in their school uniforms the children scamper off to school.
Mak grabs her market basket and her purse and joins the other mothers and
they all go to the local market to buy food for the day.
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She
the princely sum of $11 to buy meat, eggs, vegetables, fruit for her
10
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children and herself for one day. It is enough. She will come home and on her
two-burner gas stove, she will cook lunch. The children will come home at noon
to a good meal of stir-fry and soup to eat with rice. Perhaps they will have fried
noodles for the evening meal…. or more rice.

Vegetables grown on our own properties supplement the diet and are a healthy
choice.

Mak does not have the responsibility of buying clothes for the children, but
when she sees a cute used garment at the market, she tends to use her own
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money
to bring home this love gift for one of her children.
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The children are well taught and beneﬁt much from living as a big family. Big
kids look after little kids. Little kids follow the good examples of big kids. All
have chores to do and Mak teaches them all how to cook and clean and do
their own laundry. If they are too young, of course, Mak washes their clothes.
By hand. She hangs them in the sunshine to dry.

Most important, Mak loves her children and lets them know it. No one is into
harsh disciplines at Place of Rescue. Problems are always handled with a lot of
counseling and prayer. Mak teaches the children that Jesus loves them so
much and it is the knowledge of the love of Jesus and the tangible evidence of
it that brings healing to orphan children who come to Place of Rescue with
wounded spirits.
As you read these lines, please send up a prayer of blessing for these
wonderful women.
They deserve it!
- Marie Ens, for all of us at Rescue Cambodia.
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BE SURE TO CLICK BELOW TO CHECK OUT OUR
PRAISE & PRAYER PAGE FOR THE LATEST UPDATES.

rescuecambodia.org
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